Fifth Street Goes Topless
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Health Dept.
Cleans Out
Dirty Birds
The San Jose State housing
shortage has gone a little too far.
Last month, the aerial inhabitants
of the palm trees which border
Fifth Street and San Salvador
were cut out of their nests.
The trees which garnish the
scenic Fifth Street neighborhood
have gone "topless." A month ago
a tree service firm, contracted by
San Jose Health Department
"topped" several trees to rid them
of pigeons, their nests, and rats
which fed on their eggs.
Action was taken when the
health department continued to receive complaints regarding these
unsanitary conditions and hazards
of the palm tree inhabitants.
"W had to do something to prevent people from slipping on the
sidewalk," stated a health department supervisor,
However aesthetic and effective
the work of these tree surgeons,
the problems of the rats and multiplying pigeons still remain.
Houses in the neighborhood are
providing shelter for the homeless
birds and perhaps rats.
Richard Whidden, foreman of
the San Jose Street Sanitation
tree crew, said the action was
taken "to discourage pigeon roosting," but admitted "the pigeons
would find another palm tree."
Since the trees were planted in
the parkway and belong to the
public, action to remove, trim or
top requires a city permit.
A resident whose home faces
one of the infested palms said that
topping the trees was the only
positive action taken against the
pigeons in 20 years.
"We thought we would try it
once to see the results," said a
health department sanitation
officer.
The plight of the pigeons . . .
they drop and they go.

Interviews
Interviews are being held this
week for positions on the College Union Program Board.
These include performing arts,
publicity, films, and visiting
speakers. A sign up sheet will
be posted in the College Union
today for Wednesday interviews.
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Police Book
Non-Student;
Flag Incident

Photo by Larry Jamison
UP, UP AND AWAY ... went the flock of pigeons which recently found their homes not up to the health standards of the San
Jose health department. The scenic palms which border many of
the city’s streets around SJS were infested with rats and required
"topping."

Car Hauler’s Lament:
Each Tow Brings Woe
The woes grow with every tow.
Frank Sanchez, soon to be exoperator of the Ace Tow Company, has had an extortion charge
added to 42 existing charges he
faces in connection with his
business.
Steven Kleiman, a 21-year-old
SJS student has filed the latest
complaint. He charges that Sanchez gave him is typed sheet and
told him to sign it.
According to Kleiman, the paper
Indicated the signer was guilty of
threatening Sanchez and members
of his family.
Kleiman contends Sanchez presented the "confession" following
an argument the two had when
the latter towed Kleiman’s car
from the parking lot of his girlfriend’s apartment.
Sanchez’ original fee was $25,

Faculty Body Weighs
Basic Course Outline
By JOHN POIMIROO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Students can "expect" professors
to teach according to a basic outline and be present at class meetings, if the Academic Council
develops policy now being deliberated.
Dr. Theodore Norton, chairman
of the Faculty and Staff Affairs
Committee, has presented a report
on proposed policy and procedures
for instructional obligations.
This report outlines policy
toward instruction. It states, "It
Is the normal obligation of a faculty member to meet each of his
classes at the scheduled time and
place and to present or have presented material appropriate to the
stated subject matter.
"A faculty member who fails to
meet or so Instruct a class without justification may be officially
reported as absent for payroll
purposes and be docked all or part
of the day’s pay accordingly. Repeated failures may be the basis
for disciplinary proceedings leading to suspension or removal."
These proposed policies will give
the student redress against any
faculty violations. Any complaints
by students will be given to the
school dean, the Academic VicePresident and the faculty member
named.

Student Financial
Aid Available
Applications for financial aid
for the 1968-69 academic year are
now being accepted by the Financial Aids Office, according to Financial Aids Director Donald R.
Ryan.
Students wishing financial assistance must submit an application by March 15. Applications and
further information are available
In the Financial Aids Office, Adm.
242.
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This system will place student
complaints in the faculty member’s file. Any student could besmirch a faculty member’s record
by the writing of a complaint,
whether it be justified or not.
What the professor should or
may teach in his classes, are
questions that are also involved
in the policy decisions.
"It is the normal obligation of
a faculty member to . . . present
or have presented material appropriate to the stated subject matter," the proposals states.
What is appropriate to the
stated subject matter? Dr. Theodore Norton says, "a course should
follow the course description as
directed in the bulletin. Of course
the professor has the right to direct the study as he wishes within
that set of guidelines.
"Should there be any question
about his instruction, i.e. should
he be teaching epistomology in
an entomology class, then the
complaint could be taken to the
department head. Then, if there is
sufficient complaint, a hearing can
be held," he added.
Dr. Norton said that there is
a ruling concerning controversial
material. He said that insructors
are told to avoid controversy in
classes where it is not of relevance
to course material.
"Whatever the material, it
ought to be. somehow related to
the course," he said.

Reading Lab
The college reading lab, ED235, will be open daily from
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for the
first two weeks of spring semester. Students who have
not previously used the lab
must be tested in speed, comprehension and vocabulary before lining the facilities. Students who have used the lab
need no further instruction,

but after their argument, he upped
the charge to $75 for Kleiman to
retrieve his car. Kleiman went to
the Virginia street tow lot to pay
the $75, but when Sanchez tried
to make him sign the "confession,"
he went straight to San Jose
police.
Sanchez now has 43 charges
lodged against him, including 34
felonies and nine misdemeanors,
according to police reports.
A December 28 Superior Court
order, upholding an October City
Council ruling that Sanchez is
"morally unfit" to hold a business
license, calls for Sanchez to lose
his license at midnight tonight.

Exchange Program
Applications Due
Applications are due tomorrow
for the summer student exchange
with San Jose’s sister city Okayama, Japan. All interested students should contact the secretary
in the Foreign Language Department, Building N.
Selection is based on interest,
no language is required. The students live with a Japanese family
and pursue cultural activities programed around academic and personal interests. The student must
pay his transportation but expenses while in Japan will be
furnished,

Bruce Jones, sought by San Jose
police since Tuesday, Nov. 20, for
his part in Dow demonstrations
turned himself in to authorities
late Thursday afternoon. Jones
was charged with disturbing the
peace and violation of the California Veterans and Military Code.
Jones was arraigned after booking before Municipal Court Judge
John P. Dempsey and released on
$375 bail. Judge Dempsey denied
a plea by Attorney John Thorne
for Jones’ release on his own
recognizance.
Police reportedly tried to arrest
Jones, a non-student member of
Students for a Democratic Society, in late December, but found
he was ill, He was then requested
to appear Jan. 2 for booking, according to Sgt. Joseph Escobar,
police detective.
Police say Jones had been identified by officers at the scene and
through photos as one of two
persons who allegedly desecrated
the American flag, a California
Veterans and Military Code
violation.
Neither Jones nor his attorney
could be reached for comment Friday. Trial date will be set in a
Municipal Court hearing Jan. 22.

Race Issues Involved
In Two New Courses
Two undergraduate courses dealing with minority group issues are
being offered spring semester in
response to P:ses. Robert D. Clark’s
request to insure revugnition of
the role of minority groups at
SJS.
The two experimental classes
are a result of a memorandum
from Hobart W. Burns, academic
vice president, asking deans and
departmental chairmen to identify
school and department efforts to
determine what can be done in
minority group roles.
Approval has been given by Dr.
Edward Harrington, dean of undergraduate studies, for courses
entitled "Economics of Racial Discrimination" and "Social-dynamics
of Student Activism."
Burns asked the departments
what they were doing at present
"to recognize the role of minority
groups."
The de pa r tmen ts were also
asked what they can do "in the
immediate or near future, to recognize t h e role of minority
groups."
Burns suggested approaches to
these requests include curricular

Science Dept. Ousts
Photography Classes
Students planning to take photography in fulfillment of their
natural science requirements had
better do it next semester.
After that time, the science
photography area will be transferred to the Department of Industrial Studies and will no longer
meet general education requirements as a natural science. Instead, it will ,count as an applied
art.
This transfer will allow students
to major in Industrial Studies
with an area concentration in
photography.
Morton A. Boss, associate professor of photography, who has
been named coordinator of the
photography program, indicated
that in the near future degree
programs with a major in photography will be developed. Plans
are also being formulated for a
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general minor in photography.
"The high emphasis on science
in the present courses will give
way to a greater emphasis on
practical photography," Boss said.
He added that SJS’s facilities for
teaching photography, to be located in the new science building,
are among the finest in the state.
These facilities will probably also
be used by other departments
teaching photography courses.
Along with the transfer of the
photography area, a Photographic
Services Area has been established by Dr. Hobart W. Burns,
academic vice president. This
service will coordinate all purchases of photographic supplies
and equipment on the campus to
avoid duplication and excessive
expenditures,
Loren T. Cockrell, associate professor of photography, will coordinate this program,

subject matter, instruction, or programs dealing with minority
groups in some way.
Dr. Marvin Lee, associate professor of economics, will teach
"Economics of Racial Discrimination." The class is an inquiry into
the economic sources of discrimination in the United States.
"Current problems will be set
In perspective of the moral issues
and the economic interpretation of
the demand for labor and the role
of investment," said Lee.
Dr. Lee hopes to predict the
problems and prospects for removal of minority groups isolation
in our society and economy.
Dr. Lee earned his doctorate

S.J. Lawyer
Seeks Debate
With Bradley
Sen. Clark Bradley’s visit to
campus Friday may be spiced by
a debate with San Jose attorney
Bruce Oneto, sponsor of the state
Constitutional amendment calling
for the 18-year-old vote.
Oneto contacted ASB President
Vic Lee’s office Friday, suggesting
a campus debate with the senator. Lee, In Fresno for a conferawe, was informed of the move
but said he’d "have to think about
it. As it stands now, the invitation is for Bradley to speak, not
to debate."
Lee is scheduled to meet with
Oneto today to discuss the matter.
Bradley will appear before a
general student assembly and a
joint meeting of the Student and
Academic Councils Friday, at Student Council’s invitation. Definite
times and locations will be announced.
Council asked Bradley to confront the body, and perhaps the
student body In general, in regard
to his attacks on Jabberwock, the
Experimental College newspaper,
the Tutorials Program and several
faculty members.
The attorney said he is eager
to debate Bradley on campus under any circumstances that could
be arranged.
Oneto debated the 18-year-old
vote question with Sen. Bradley
on KNTV, Ch. 11 on Dec. 31.

from the University of North
Carolina. His dissertation investigated the American south and
sources of racial uses.
Another minority group will be
studied in Socio-Dynamics of Student Activism taught by Dr.
Harold Hodges, chairman of the
Sociology Department,
"Through the technique of interviewing a cross section of students, we hope to find the patterns
of student activists," said Hodges.
An open-end autobiographical
approach to the interviewing will
be used.
"I’m wary of the standard questionnaire. It is sterile and unimaginative. It puts words in the
respondent’s mouth that don’t
really reflect his ideas," Hodges
explained.
"I’m also wary of the rigid
categories that sociologists use.
These kids are more complex and
subjective than most sociologists
make them out to be."
"There might not be patterns
the activists might be motivated
for individual reasonsbut I per-sonally doubt it," Hodges said.
The class is a continuation of
a study conducted by Dr. Hodges
in conjunction with a faculty
group from the University of California at Berkeley. They have interviewed 1000 students at Berkeley and SJS to determine
patterns of student activism.
Enrollment in both classes is by
pre-arrangement with the Department of Economics and Sociology respectively.

Stevenson Author
Speaks Tomorrow
Walter Johnson, the editor of
the 10-volume "Papers of Adlai
E. Stevenson," will speak tomorrow afternoon at 12:30 in Concert
Hall of the Music Building. Johnson, a history professor at the
University of Hawaii, will lecture
on "American Ideals and American
Illusions."
The College Union Program
Board is sponsoring the lecture
open to all students and interested
persons.
The professor received a $1000
prize for excellence in teaching
when he was at the University of
Chicago.

Morality: Difficult Question for Church
This is th second of two rticlas on th split between
liberals and conservatives in th modern church. Today’s
article includes the opinions of campus ministers on
whether th church or the individual should make moral
decisions. Biblical interpretation is also discussed.
By GINA TRAEGER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Morality is an abstract area which poses many of
the most difficult questions for the church. The
liberal and conservative factions of Christian
churches differ sharply on moral issues.
Hal Lindsey, who spoke on campus two months
ago for the Campus Crusade for Christ, believes,
"You can’t legislate a man’s heart. The only way to
stop murder and war is to change man’s nature
from within."
Barry Keiser of the Conservative Baptist Church
agrees, "A change in conscience is needed. You can’t
legislate the end of discrimination. Man himself
must be changed before society is changed."
The Rev. Ted Adams of the Wesley Center says,
however, that "legislation assumes morality. It is
based on moral consideration and changes behavior
patterns. Otherwise, people would follow their vested
self-interest,"
Adams, who has done social work in Oakland,
points out that the "good" church people in Berkeley
voted down fair housing.
CHRISTREVOLUTIONARY FORCE
"One would expect the church people to vote for
It, but they were operating on their own prejudices.
Their stance on social issues didn’t have relation to
their religion," he explains.
Both Lindsay and Keiser use the phrase, "Jesus
Christ was the greatest revolutionary force." Adds

the Rev. Richard Younge of the Campus Christian
Ministry, "As soon as Christians start being revolutionary instead of inert, there will be visible proof
of that statement. However, most Christians are not
revolutionary."
The interpretation of the Bible is a major issue
separating Christian churches. The fundamentalist
view maintains the Bible is without error in the
original manuscripts. The liberal view admits the
Bible contains errors in fact. "Of course, it is still
considered the word of God, but since it was written
by men, it can’t help but be fallible," says Younge.
Keiser says that the Conservative Baptist Church
believes in the verbal inspiration of the scriptures
as the direct word of God. He says he has been unable to find c(mflicts between the Bible and science,
but that he does not accept evolution since he believes it to be contrary to what the Bible teaches.
BIBLE ’INCONSISTENCIES’
"It’s not even a good theory. It is just accepted
in textbooks but the methods of dating are not reliable."
The liberals admit "some irreconcilable inconsistencies" exist in the Bible. But, they stress that the
people who wrote the Bible were more sensitive to
God’s will than ordinary men. Still, the errors do
occur. "Situations change," says Younge, "and the
men were the product of their time the same as anybody. They operated on an understanding of a nation
of people - a destiny in which their God involved
them."
Adams, Younge and the Rev. Dave Thornton of
Grace Baptist Church agree that Genesis I is not a
scientific treatise and that it was written by a nonscientific mind.

Evolutionary thought and scientific inquiry developed later. Genesis, says Younge, sanctifies the
Sabbath and establishes God as the creator. Genesis
closely fits the evolutionary pattern
most of the
events of creation appear to be M the right order.
IS FAITH ENOUGH?
Other questions plague the religious community
such as whether faith is enough to be saved, or must
one lead a Christ-like life, to the views of some
religions that drinking, dancing or smoking are taboo.
According to Younge, a person should measure his
behavior with that of Christ using Him as the
final standard. "Failure to administer to others is
failure to Christ." An individual’s behavior is up to
oneself, but it is hoped a Christian would want to
assume a Christ -like attitude toward his daily
actions.
A more concrete definition of the "good" life is
described by Glen Stubbs of the Later Day Saints
Institute of Religion, who believes faith is important,
but so is strict adherence to Mormon standards of
conduct. A "good" Mormon will then be rewarded
with rejoining his family Of also Mormon) in heaven
after death.
In the Catholic Church, according to Father
Laurent Lamente of the Newman Center, there has
been violent discussion in the Vatican council, and
people are questioning the gap between what the
Church says and their own moral consciences.
"How can we have unity with other churches
when our church doesn’t know itself?" asked Father*
Largente.
All the religious leaders questioned believe in free
expression of ideas, but that the "ideal" of a catholic
of universal church seems unattainable.
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Must Find Truth
The arduous effort of campus and
city officals to ferret out individuals
allegedly responsible for violence during the Dow demonstrations brings to
the surface a disturbing question concerning the quest for truth:
That is, once the persons arrested in
the Dow aftermath have been tried and
or innocence determined,

their guilt
will

the people of this college com-

munity. city. state. and nation be any
more aware of what really happened

should be made
into the administration’s handling of
the demonstration.
If the administration has not carried
its search for the truth into this area
yet, it should. And if it has successfully unraveled the sequence of events,
and those responsible for them, then
it has an obligation to the community
college, city. and stateto make that
information (and the films) available
F.M.
to the public.
of the riots, an inquiry

"I understand were way down the list!"

Nov. 20?
The administrators of this college,
in their cooperation with city police,

Thrust and Parry

time pouring over

much

have spent

films taken of the demonstration in an
effort. they say. to seek the truth, to

’Impression of Account Was Misleading’

discover the perpetrators of the events
that

day.

As a result of their efforts, several
persons were arrested whom the police
did not apprehend during the demonstrathin.
The adminstration’s success in identmakes

individuals

these

if: ing
w,oHlec.

however,

how

just

far

one
its

tl.e tryth will go. for despite
o.csons who witneslion or who have a

s
’
l

I’ the events are still

d ex el tI air exact sequence.
siegle most important

I

-ing the Dow demon-

,

- yet to he answered.
e police into action?
that, was the demon!olore they were called
precipitate the vio-
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(rnestions are as valid as the

fact that they have gone unanswered
is disturbing. .A democracy assumes an
infornied

pultUe

and

its

"right to

1.now the truth.
Granted. political pressures from
the got ernor’s office down through the
state college chancellor and board of
trustees may be forcing the adtninistration

to conceal

Your news account of my arrest in Thursnot wrong, but it is misleading.

day’s Daily is

my
denial of guilt makes me come through as a
petulant martyr. I find that image immensely
distasteful. I made a much more important

The almost exclusive concentration on

o:nt that was left out of the story. The most
significant aspect of my arrest and temporary

incarceration is political. Our governor, the
superintendent of public instruction, a number
the Demoof state legislators including
and some faculty
cratic Assembly leader
organizations have been demanding punishment for students and faculty members who
engage in anti-war demonstrations. I was
arrested five days after an angry Board of
Trustees made their own demands for punishment (and thereby overrode even those college
administrators who were already engaged in
that very action). I cannot assume that the
sequence and timing of these events are accidental. Nor do I think it fortuitous that, three
and a half weeks after my supposed misdemeanors, the police simply happened to select
an SDS faculty adviser for arrest.
Needless to say, I am not at all happy to
now have a police record (nor, I would guess,
are about 30 of our students). And I feel
that my innocence of the charges is of more
than my own concern. But of far greater importance, I insist, is the broader issue of an
escalating harassment of students and faculty
who oppose the war and who oppose the complicity of the colleges with the agents of war.
The lesson for us all, I think, is that we must

continue to exercise our rights. Our nation is
pursuing a disastrous course. Our responsibility, as I see it, remains that of strenuous
and increasing opposition to that course.
David Ealdns, Asst. Prof. of History

’But If I Do Step Over ...
The Universe Awaits Me’
Editor:
It has taken me 161a years to progress
from the back door of San Jose State College
to the front. But from here on up, it’s downhill all the way. It’s been a long walk with
no chance to hitch-hike. Not that I wouldn’t
have liked to have done so.
I’ve kept my eyes on the path for so long
that now the sunlight streaming across the
threshold is dazzling to my eyes. I hesitate,
fearing to cross over, and yearn to run back
to the cushioning comfort of the known. But
if I do step over . . the whole universe
awaits me.
I think I will.
SPLou Pellemeter, A10590

’Reality Is That Position
Of Pope Carries Weight’
Editor:
One could, I suppose, dismiss Miss Harvey’s
letter of Jan. 4 as pure balderdash but for
the fact that it indicates a characteristic
malady affecting political discussion and
analysis in the staunchly ideological college
community.
Specifically Miss Harvey lets her anti-war

any mistakes it may

have made that day. as indeed many
persons

’Most Significant Aspect
Of My Arrest Is Political’
Editor:

have questioned

the

role of
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certain administrators during the first
day of demonstrations.

Hut, as Pres. Clark told the Assembly Education Committee hearing last
month. an administration sl
Id not
be afraid to say it has made a mistake.
Nor should it be afraid publicly to expose the nature of that mistake.
So. along with

the ASH Judiciary

investigation and civil court hearings
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Projection Into Future
Based on Events of 1967
By JOHN HERNANDEZ
What does 1968 hold in store for San
It is sad to see that hemlines will he getJose State College? Using the events of
ting lower. But, perhaps men students’
last year as a starting point, let’s project
grades will get better.
into the future.
Student housing will become so poor
Do you see what I see? All of the referthat the Economic Opportunity Commisence and literary works have been thrown
sion will build new housing for students.
out of the library. The shelves have been
The reason the state won’t build new fafilled with works on the Mexican-Americilities is the governor’s interest in the
can conunimity, the Negro community, the
Presidency and resultant cutbacks to eduJewish community, and any other ethnic
cation in the state.
group, whether minority or not, conceivThe Bay Area Rapid Transit District
able.
will expand enough to cover San Jose
State. It is certain that parking problems
All young men of college age will volunwon’t he solved this year.
teer for military service. Going into the
The new year will also see the local towArmy will he a lot safer than going to
ing companies going out of business and
college. In the Army a young man would
an all-white U.S. Olympic team.
fight a declared enemy of his country and
I can’t go on. if! continue to project on
not fellow students and professors.
the basis of 1967, the future looks bleak
Senator Clark Bradley will label the
indeed!
"Independent Daily" proposal as a "ComThings, don’t have to turn out this way.
munint-innpired plot to undermine the
1968 is a completely new year, I just hope
youth of America."
that it won’t become an extension of lent
’Flip campus’ "sick strident government"
will eventually die and Harry Edwards
year.
will become the ruling monarch, or else!
Happy New Yea, to. all!

position become the prism through which she
analyzes statements by Pope Paul VI and
likewise becoming receptive to the much
fancified devil theory advanced by Drew
Pearson and others that, after all, we are in
Vietnam because of the demonic war-like
collusions between the late Cardinal Spellman
and Diem.
What I suggest is that political realities
should not be lost sight of and that whatever
you think about the war in Vietnam, Mom,
The Flag, and apple pie, you should not be
hindered in perceiving political realities. Such
a reality is that a strongly worded position
issued by Pope Paul VI carries weight in both
the secular and non-secular worlds and if you
are a member of the draft resistence that is,
after an, your own business, not the Pope’s.
William Bioekle, A15617

Guest Room

What Should
I Wear?
A Solution!
By RICHARD SHYPERTT
My studying in the library was interrupted recently by two talkative coeds
sitting across the table from me. Fifteen
minutes of our precious study time was
wasted as one coed tried to help the other
decide what school dress to wear the following clay.
Another coed I know has a planned,
two-week wardrobe. She lives in mortal
fear that an accidental rip or soiled dress
will disrupt her clothes schedule.
Yes, campus wardrobes are a problem
and an expense.
To help alleviate this problem, it is recommended that the SJS student body
adopt a uniform code of dress.
Aside from obvious practicality, a school
uniform also would satisfy the strident
need to acquire a group identity. As a
commuters’ school, SJS students scatter
at the day’s end. Nothing really holds us
together but mandatory class attendance.
A standard school uniform is the necessary
element to instill a better unifying student
"esprit de corps."
What would the campus look like with
uniformly dressed students? A ness ly formed conimittee, "Students for Uniforms at
SJS," would like to show you vvith your
cooperation.
Tomorrow, all sludetils are asked to
wear a yellow shirt or Mouse and dark
trousers or skirts.
Instead of a day of protest, consider this
a (lay of show.
Student eo ..... il then will he asked to
place before the student body the elutie(
of whether or 1101 to adopt a standard
school uniform.
All students, unite!

By JOHN POIMIROO
Space Age technology has developed an
extension of manthe computer.
The greatness of Ulysses, the mind of
Einstein, the musical talents of Beethovenall can be assimilated into the electrical pulse of one of these futuristic monsters.
There is only one facet of humanity
which cannot be intrieated into the cybernated system and that is the ability to invent the bizarre, the unknown, and the
unexpected.
Only man can do so.
Let us go back in time to the first great
inventor. Surely no computer could have
been as creative and inventive as Trebor
Nosnehpets.
What he did with a log, no man has
ever done since. And let us hope no one
will ever do it again! By the way, Trebor
is noted for his invention of the "Sewing
Bee." i not to be confused with a counting
horse).
Trebor Nosnehpets was a student at San
Jose State College and developed a method
of traveling back in time. With him he
took 365 beautiful women, as he traveled
back to the days of early cannibalism.
As he descended through the ages, his
name, which was previously Robert Stephenson, reversed with 1 .
Among his sundry creations are some of
the most important milestones of modern
society. Perhaps his most noteworthy inventions is the log ear.
His log car is truly an invention of such
magnitude that it staggers the imagination. The car consists of half a tree trunk,
which is beveled and placed on top of a
hill. It rides on four wheels which are attached to a generator. As the car rolls
down the hill, the generator creates 40
volts of power (enough to get him about).
Because of his advances in the use of
half tree trunks, he has been noted as the
first "Lucky Logger."
Soon after his arrival to this land of mystery, Nosnehpets made contact with the
cannibals. Through intense hypnotic
trance. Trebor was able to convince the
cannibals that they hated the taste of human flesh, loved Trebor, and had a longing to meet Rudy Valleein person.
He was extremely happy, since lie had
365 beautiful women to pleasure him. Until he reached leap year. Whereupon, he
invented a new calendar. This amazing
chronologue eliminated winter, summer
and fall. Trebor wished only that there
could he an eternal spring.
Trebor harnessed the waters of mighty
rivers and redirected them to his giant
water wheel, where he produced electricity
to light his city (constructed from a half a
tree trunk). Because of this he has been
called the first "Big Wheel."
A mighty fleet of nuclear ships made
out of half tree trunks, cruised the "primitive" earth and developed colonies in
the American Continent, Asia, and the
rest, thus disproving the theory that people crossed to North America across the
Aleutian Islands.
Nosnelipets lived his last years on earth,
in the city that he had foundedNosnelipetsville. Even though his mastery of hyptnotism could control his peoples from
fighting, he knew that earth and its society as we know it today would have to
exist.
Allfl so, Trebor Nosnehpets invented a
giant rocket ship made out of half a Reel.
wood tree trunk. Ile fle% this to another
planet, where he established Nosnehpetsland. He is still alive today, due to his
mighty physique (which lie developed by
running a mile a day).
He is presently waiting in Nosnehpetsland with many faithful Nosnelipetslians
until we can resolve our conflicts and rejoin civilized society.

Notable Quotes
511(411g:so Gov. George Romney, candidats
for the Republican presidential nomination
after returning home from a foreign tour:
"I think the press has been very negativi

for a long time toward me . . . And I think
when I indicate what I believe in and what
I stand for that I can change that picture."
A funeral director, when asked to comment
on the report that families of servieemen
killed In Vietnans must often help pay funeral
expenses bell%
government anowanees are
insufficient:
"It’s costing the family something, last at
a time like this, nothing’s ever completely
.09 55.5)

londay, January

7.:fliris

politics, regional water development, and changes in cultural patterns and has been a member of
the Monitor staff since 1942.
He has been president of the
Los Angeles Center of International PEN ’Poets, Playwrites,
Editors, Essayists and Novelists’
and of the Southern California
Council on Literature for Children
and Young People.
"Many attempt to oversimplif!..
but life in naturalness is wonderful, largely because it is complex."
said Hendrick, speaking to a group
of journalism students. A journal may misinform his re:alei
by writing inadequa lls
National and not comprehensively, he said.
Alpha Phi Omega.
Service Fraternity, installed offi- I As a correspondent at large,
cers at its candlelight dinner Hendrick writes about motion picdance last Saturday evening at the ture production, in Hollywood an,1
Europe, and also does special feaMoffett Field Officer’s Club.
Installed were: Michael Brown. tures, such as a series on the
President; William Brookmyer, 1st American Indian.
"The movie makers are becomVice Pi esident; Richard Brown,
2nd Vice President; Dan Petchers, ing more interested in talking
Treasurer; David Boston, Record- about aspects of life which, in the
ing Secretary; Eugene Esperanza, past, have been avoided," said
Corresponding Secretary; Douglas Hendrick. "More creativity is beKenyon, Historian; Dennis Wong, ing used." Concerning his set ies of
Sergeant-at-Arms; and Selvyn An- articles on the American Indian,
Hendrick said, "The young Indians
derson, Alumni Secretary.
Reggie Toran will be installed are more communicable and far
as third vice president at tonight’s more aware of their rights today."
Hendrick said that many jourmeeting of A Phi 0.
By SCE LYDLE

Journalists have the responsibility of resisting the demand ui
oversimplify and expanding the
public’s concern for the broader
implication of human life, according to Kimmes Hendrick, Christian
Science Monitor western correspondent, who spoke on campus
Friday.
Hendrick, 57, specializes in reporting Far West news, especially
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AT PI KAPPA ALPHA Fraternity’s first Spring Auto Festival
last year, 32 contemporary sports cars were displayed. The sec end annual Auto Festival on Feb. 19 will feature three classes:
sports, competition sports and antiques. Trophies will be awarded
to winners seiected by student balloting.

PiKA Seeks Fifty Entrants
For February Auto Festival
mg a car or acquiring further entrance details may acquire the information by calling the fraternity.
Three unusual cars already entered are an Excaliber SS, Fiet
Gato, and a Ferrari. Pi Kappa
Alpha spokeman Dan Davis said
the fraternity is also interested in
more conventional sports and antique cars such as Corvettes and
Cobras.
Davis said the festival was originally designed as a means of
bringing recognition to the reestablishment of the fraternity
and as a service to the college community. The festival is now planned as an annual event.

Alpha Phi Omega
I ns t a II s Officers ,iatmply

Spell-Out Winners

p.m., S258,
Milton C. Blake Jr., United States
The winners of the seventh
Geological Survey, will speak.
Spartan Spell-out contest have
Women Over 29 Club, 11:30 a.m., been announced. The PSA flight to
Building V. 177 South 10th.
Los Angeles goes to Dennis PolSchool Of Business, graduate lack, 22 Coleman Place, Menlo
students should pre-register now Park.
for spring semester. Building 0,
The correct spell-out was COBY
DIETRICK. Other winners inRoom 14.
Chl Alpha, 7 p.m., The New clude: Jerry Crane, 49063 Lion
Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando. Ave., second place; Dennis Koke,
1242 Wooded Hills, third place;
TOMORROW
Ski Club, 8 p.m., 3C141. Infor- David Faipram, 385 S. 10th, fourth
mation and sign ups for Winter place: and Mike Stringer, 170 S.
15th, fifth place
Carnival.

discount records inc.

OPEN EVE. TO 930 P.M.
SAT. TO 6 P.M.
SUN. 12 P.M.

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST, MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

cale
ALL FOLK &
INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC

3

39

99

LIST: 4.79

LIST: 5.79

ONE WEEK ONLY!
ALL LABELS!
Select From Our Giant Stock
INCLUDING:
BOB DYLAN
RAVI SHANKAR
JOAN BAEZ
JUDY COLLINS
SIMON and
GARFUNKEL
PHIL OCHS
AND MORE!

ALL
FREE
PARKING

COUNTRIES

iscount
records inc.
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reading efficierul Its ii lea,t ihree
The Institute is ill ittand a pupil’s enthe
In ition if. after compl,ting minimum 1,1.
and ..111.1 s ’1q11ireinfnIS. lie fails to triple
his reading effirietir, as measured lit our
beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency combines rate anti conipreli,nsion
not speed alone.
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SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

$ 7.90
S15.90

Tune-up
Clutch Job
Valve Job

$39.90
$19.90

Brake Job

All Body Work at Lou. Prices

.79
1.35
1.25
1.35
5.95
7.95
5.95
29.90

WIPER BLADES
POINTS
HEAD LAMP GLASS
HUB CAPS
(:1,UTCH DISC
11UMPER, FRONT
’MUFFLER
KW GENERATOR
Factory Guaranteed

Aikount4 up to SO percent

SIRAKY MOTORS
939 E. El Camino Real
736-9720

SUNNYVALE
Between Wolfe and Ham Roads

barrassed about your slow reading. Most of
your friendseven your parents and teachers
can’t read any faster.
Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape front the sluggish reading rut and
iii
the negative effects it has on your grade average and free time.
Although learning to read dynamically
requires no special talent or aptitude, mastering this wonderful skill is a lot like learning
to play a musical instrument. This means that
just acquiring the simple, basic techniques
won’t turn you into a speed reading phenomenon overnight. You have to practice every day
no great hangup since you can apply some
of this Reading Dynamics "homework" to
your normal school or pleasure reading.
Best of all, once you attain and continue to use your new reading skills, your
speed gains are permanent. And if you lose
the habit of using this skill, you can always
come back to Reading Dynamics and take one
of their free refresher courses.
Reading Dynamics is lite definitive rapid reading system in the
world today. And the nmst flexible, hiss eau use it for all kinds of
reading even detailed, complex materials like science, history and
one-thiril the tune it takes you now.
economies
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below anti find
out how Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really
will!

PALO ALTO
Riekeys Hyatt House
Mon.. Jan. 8, 8:0(1 P.M.
Tues.. Jan. 9, 8:00 P.M.
Wed.. Jan. 10, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs.. Jan. II. 8:00 P.M.
Sal.. Jan. 13. 10:30 PAL

%ill\ MI HM

Performance Warranty

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

VW’s, FOREIGN CARS,
8395 and up
VW Repairs: (Parts all extra.)

----

SAN JOSE
Hyatt House
Mon., Jan. 8, 8:00 P.M.
Tues., Jan. 9, 8:00 P.M.
Wed., Jan. 10, 8:00 P.M.
Thurs., Jan. 11, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Jan. 13. 1(4:34) A.N1,

PLUS MUSIC FROM:
YUGOSLAVIA

11-4\11111117M1

See free demonstrations this week.
You could win a valuable scholarship.

ONLY
319

GERMANY

1 fxposure

VOLKSWAGEN PARTS PRICES
All Parts Original German Made

The way to this singular accomplishment is via Reading Dynamicsthe educa.1
tional breakthrough that enables people to
read thousands of words a minute without
skipping or skimming: with excellent comprehension, great enjoyment and remarkable
,
recall. Learning to read dynamically is like
making the transition from a bicycle to a
Jaguar XKE.
Reading Dynamics really works. In
fact, it works so u.e/i and with such consistent
success that every course is backed by The
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute’s
firm Performance Warranty to at least triple
your reading ellicienry.
This is a minimum promise, for literally thousands of the Institute’s graduates
have learned to read four to ten times faster. They read an average
novel in about an hour-- all the articles in TIME magazine in 25 minutestextbooks at the rate of 15-20 pages a minute.
These people aren’t "brains" or mental freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as youpoking along at the national
average reading rate of 250-400 words per minute. So don’t be cm-

DYLANS
LATEST
"JOHN
WESLEY
HARDING"

FRANCE

ested in responsibility; we just stunt explosion of human life go
want to attract readers."
unawares," continued Hendrick.
"The reality of life is that our "We should expose world needs
boundaries are not limited by the I without doing damage to people,
San Jose city limits. The greatest
for the sake of bettering
danger w, lace is letting the con- the world society," he concluded.

AJ

If you are an average student cam ing
a standard study load, you have the capacity to
readin just one weekevery single textbook
for every single course in your curriculum.
What’s more, yott will fully understand and
remember what you read for a long, long time.

EXTRA
SPECIAL!

MEXICO

nalists who write in a critical
form attempt to entertain the
reader, but fail to infoim. which
he feels is the critic’s main responsibility. He told of one journalist who said, "We’re not int,-

Get
a whole term’s reading
under your belt
in only one week!

Spartaguide Ad Staff Announces
TODAY
Geological Society, 7

SP1RTAN

Writer Talks of Press Responsibility

-Ir.-

1614-4-;141/3-rs

Pi Kappa Alpha Frate.
seeking as many as 50 en, ’is
for its second annual Spring A. .a
Festival. The event will be held
Monday, Feb. 19, from 9:30 to 3:30
on Seventh Street.
Entrants will be placed in one
of three classes: sports, compet:tion sports, and antiques. Thirtytwo vehicles were entered in the
festival last spring.
First and second place trophies
will be awarded in each of the
three categories. The winners will
be selected from the results of
ballots filled out by interested
students.
Any person interested in enter-
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NEED A ROOMMATE
FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER?
Find one fast with a
Spartan Daily Classified Ad.
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ratit.a.
Spartan 1)311
if
The exciting,
,-;,1S’ 6-1 guard, Tint Holman.
p irked the Spartan cage squad to
; I2-point explosion in a period
less than thicie minutes for a
7:i-63 win over U.C. Santa Bar) Ira Saturday night in Spaitan
IGym.
I Holman, a junior from Oakland,
si arcd 13 of his game-total of 15
points in the second half, plus aiding the Spartan offense with seven
accurate scoring passes.
Ile was also a tiger on defense.
holding his man scoreless and ior
log needed pressure on ill,
’
.’s slow-down offense.
In winning its West Coast
Athletic (’unference opener. never
UCSB, but 2() linnovers
In the Spartans kept the score
;
until Sparta’s outburst late
n the second half.
Leading 54-52 with 6:12 remaining in the game, forward Bernie
veasey ignited the Spartan spurt
with a baseline lay-in. A 20-foot
jump shot by guard Steve McKean,
a lay-in off a steal by Holman, and
another long jumper by McKean
pushed the score to 62-52 with
.1)18 left.
Forward Fly Dietriek hoop!
_

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
$55. per student/month
4 to an apartment
plus a $35. refundable
cleaning deposit
heated pool

de)

1968: ITS CAUSE AND CURE
Are you still writing "1967" on your papers and letter> "
I’ll bet you are, you scamp! But I am not one to be ha rah
with those who forgot we are in a new year, for I myself
have long been guilty of the some lapse. In fact, in my
senier year at college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until
ready November of 1874! I It turned out, incidentally,
not to be such a serious error because, as we all know, 1874
was later repealed by President Chester A. Arthur in a fit
;if pien! tiViI’ the Black Tom Explosion. And, as we all
know. :‘,1!
; hut- later came to regret his hasty action.
’wall that famous meeting between Mr.
WM;
- Napoleon when Mr. Arthur said. "Lou,
r
187.17 Whereupon the French
i his inunortal rejoinder, "T i gar awls et
cii;
1!)1, r
Well sir, they had many a good laugh about that,
as you ..!:! imagine.)
But I digress. How can we remember to write I 96S on
our papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find
something mentor:1We about 1968, something unique to fix
it firmly in your mind. Happily, this is very simple beea use. Os WVitt know. 1968 is the first year in history that
is divisibli, by 2, by 5, and by 7. Take a pencil and try it:
1968 divided by 2 is 981; 1968 divided by 5 is
1968
dividn if by Ti.. 281’7. This mathematical curiesity will not
eiecur again until the year 2079, but we will all le. so husy
then eelebrating the Chester A. Arthur bi-centenarary
that we will scarcely have time to be writing papers and
1st it:IS tid like that.

\
-1

Exciting’ Holman
Sparks Spartans

a’ la WO

Another ilever little trick to fix the year 19:le in your
mind is to remember that 1968 spelled Inickwards is 8691.
I’ear" ;:nelled backwards is "raey:’ "Pers.:net" spelled
backwards is "Annesrep: I mention Personna because
am paid to write this column by the makers of Pers;inna
Super Stainless Steel Blades, and they are inclined to
withhold my check if I omit to mention their product.
Net, mind you, that it is any chore for me to sing the
praises of Personna, for it is a seemly blade that shaves
you cleanly, a gleaming blade that leaves you beaming, a
trouble -free blade that leaves you stubble-free, a matchless blade that leaves you seratchless. If you are tired of
facial slump, if you are fed up with jowl blight. try
Personna today.., available both in double-edge style and
Injector style. And if I seem a bit excessive in my admiration for Persorma. I ask you to remember that to me
pet ament is more than a razor blade: it is also an employer.
But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects ;if 1968 and high among them, of course, is the fact
that in 196S the entire House of Representatives stands
for elect ion.There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests, but none, I’ll wager. quite so lively and
interesting as the one in my own district where the leading candidate is none other than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur, incidentally, is not the first ex-president to
come out of retirement and run for the House of Representatives. John Quincy Adams was the first. Mr. Adams
also holds another distinction: he was the first son of a
president ever to serve cia president. It is true that Martin
Van Buren’s son, Walter "flunky" Van Buren, was at one
time offered the nomination for the presidency, but he,
alas, had already accepted a bid to become Mad Ludwig
of Bavaria. James K. Polk’s son, on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase. Millard Fillmore’s son went into
aluminum siding. This later became known as the Missouri Compromise.
014".. Met Shulman

In Ilissouri,or anywhere else. there is no compromise
with quality in Personna or in Persionnit’s partner in
sharing pleasure- Burma -Share. Burma -Share (WM.’S
to you in reunlar or menthol. Try if. Yaull find it soaks
rings around any oilier lather.

BEST LOCATION ON
CAMPUS

KILLION HALL
315 E. San Fernando
MGR. Apt. 10

297-0643

vith a Holman .e.sist a
..
tew seconds later, and then the
shnoting of Holman and Ilealsey
shot SJS to a 15-1loint lead and
! the Spartans coasted the rest of
the way.
Coach Dan Glines’ Spartans shot
a [die:ming 60 per cent (tom the
floor for their hest shrilling of the
1111.111.1," is
ill
passes kept the game frwn being
a rout.
Tin %%inners had three players
scoring in d.sulde figtocs besides
Holman. Ceni., Jim M.y’..r tala.
hooks
lied 11.
nit for
, I ..:. 1 .,
ti,an
n111,41011 K .01 12.
.151\
La !II
K .1 with nine.
Gaucho eemer LeRoy Jackson
topped the -; ing with 27, hurting
SJS inside with his expert tnaneuxering and shooting.
Glines was pleased with his
club’s teamwork and improved defense. "Dietrick, Meyer, and Holman played their best defense of
the season, and South’s I Bob) defense gave us a lift in the second half," Glines said.
The Spartababes trounced Ohlone J.C. 88-73 in Saturday’s preliminary game. Coach Stan Morrison’s fresh lost to Hamilton AFB
Friday night 98-82 and stands 8-3
tor the season.
IMM1111111111111111111111111111111111111L

Haircuts Only
$2.00
Ladies Neck Trim
$1.00
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

RAY’S
BARBER
SHOP
3rd & San Carlos
(across from
MeHonalds Hamburgers)
oilliiiillslillilin111111111111111111111111F.

HUSH
PUPPIESfi

Evans Sprints
To 440 Win
Lee Evans, SJS junior and the
world’s premier 440-yard performer, won his specialty with a respectable 48.5 time Ftiday night
in the Examiner All-American
Games in the (’as’ Palace.
I
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Kiwis was thr.,I in 49.3 for his
anchor le.: in 1. eine ’’lay, but
the Spat t ,e. I an ...1 thh.:1 with a
3:21.9 tini
F. In. i;
ha fourth
ANCHOR MAN - Spartan sprtnier tee Evans show how he can
place, 15 a ’
the third
run away from the compeliiion on the anchor lap of the mile
,
.1
11
rumn
place
took the
relay. He also runs a speedy 440.
baton. Hit I
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third end toi n
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the finish
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DO THIS NOW!
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BLOOD IS NEEDED
ex; ; !et.
si a; Ian %Ad!
"11 ;mienMon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1,I itt did a.)
. I
n his
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
h
Bub SeaSan Jose
Henry Camacho, inside right on i special:
e
the Spartan soccer team for th ;
i"1st two seasons, was narne,i
Wednesday to the All-Amc!rican
team by the National Soccer
292-6778 Coaches Association.
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Camacho, a junior, led his team
ROSILAND RUSSEL IN
in scoring with 15 goals this sea"ROSIE"
sen as the Spartans came within
plus
"ROUGH NIGHT IN JERICHO"
two games of winning a national
DEAN MARTIN AND
championship. He scored three
GEORGE PEPPARD
goals against co-NCAA champs St.
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD
Lcuis University in the quarterfinals.
Last year he was named to the
second All -Amer lean team. .
Kleenex
1 Oc
University of San Francisco
placed Sandor Rites and Kirk
3 Hershey Bars
Sc
Apostolidis on the first tram.
2
Rolls
Toilet
Paper
1
Oc
Co-champs St. Louis and Michigan State each placed a man on
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
the first team. St. Louis center
1 Box Cheer Soap
24c
half Walter Werner and Michigan
left wing Trevor Harris were
2 Bars Ivory Soap
Sc
select it
Ajax Cleanser
Sc
-111111111111111111nminnunlimuninic
Crest large size
29c

eV:

Camacho
Selected
All-American

STUDIO

19c

intramurals

$1095

FALL SPORTS
Second semester basketball entries are due Thursday. Also there
will be a basketball team captain
meeting Thursday at 3;30 p.m. in
MG201. At this meeting all teams
will be seeded for the second semester.
There will be a swimming team
captain meeting today at 3:30 p.m.
in MG201. The first meet is
Wednesday at 7 p.m. with the
finals Friday at 3:30 p.m.
Soccer continues this week as
does bowling and the pre-season
basketball tournament.
In bowling, three teams are tied
for Hist. place. Lambe Chi Alpha,
Sigma Nu No. 2 and Moulder Hall
all have records of 21-9 with this
week being the final one.
Go with the goingest in breathin’
brushed pigskin -soft, supple,
great. Make us Hush Puppiesfi
headquarters -we’ve gotthe styles,
the colors, and sizes galore!

-.-.-..........
florsheirn Shoe Shop
bet address, city, stole)
Phone No.
Please send me the following Hush Puppies ell $10.95
SHOE SIZE
COLOR
QUANTITY

U Check or Money Order

Item

With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

SPECIAL
TOPCOATS

LI C.O.D.

Address
Hato
Zone
City
I Ill roam remidents plenee add 4’; for Retailer’s Orrupational
Tier. Mellor add 500 for C.O.D. delivery.

One

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

Sagebrush (mint green), Loden, Guns make
or Houndawg (beige).
w.

L’ Charge
Name

CIGS

Regular $1.93
I

NOW $1.29

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP
DOWNTOWN 71 S. 1st St.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. & Thurs.
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. other days
VALIDATED PARKING

Stevens Creek Plaza
3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sat.

qoiciert
25 S. 3rd Street

acater3
292-1052

Percussion Group,
Guest Conductor
Set for Thursday
Under the direction of Anthony J. Cirone, first percussionist and assistant timpanist
of the San Francisco Symphony,
the San Jose State Percussion
Ensemble will present a concert
of percussion music Thursday at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
The major musical selection
for the concert will be the premiere of Cirone’s, "Second Symphony for Percussion." This is
one of the largest works written
for the percussion ensemble and
takes approximately 36 minutes
to perform.
Also scheduled for the evening is the first movement of
Darius Milhaud’s, "Concerto for
Marimba, Vibraphone and Orchestra."
Linda Lorren Pimentel, graduate student, has been selected to
appear as soloist for the performance. Mrs. Pimentel will
appear as soloist with the San
Francisco Symphony during this
summer.
Musical selections for the evening include, "October Mountain,"
"Percussionality"
and
"Symphony No. 2."
Admission is free.

Professor, Wife Publish Book
On Methods of Teaching English
A book on the new methods of
teaching English in elementary
schools, authored by an SJS professor of education and his wife,
has recently been published.
Dr. Sidney Tiedt, associate
professor of education, and his
wife Iris, wrote the 376-page
book, entitled "Contemporary
English
in
the
Elementary
School". The book emphasizes
current linguistic findings and
modern English grammar concepts.
According to Dr. Tiedt, "The
book is an attempt to introduce
to prospective elementary teachers the new concepts developed
by the linguists."
Chapters deal with such subjects as "rethinking" spelling,
writing creatively, reading as a
language skill, perceptive listening, stimulating creativity, and
English for the disadvantaged.
Since Dr. Tiedt came to San
Jose State in 1961, he has been
teaching these newer concepts
to his students.

Institute in English for elementary teachers," stated Tiedt, "I
became aware of what a job it is
to train and re-train elementary
education teachers in new concepts.
"Although these concepts have
been around for a while," he
added, "they haven’t come into
elementary education curriculum

HEARKEN!
Hie ye hence to SHAKEY’S
from whence contract!’ good
things to eat and drink and

until recently. They ( concepts
have the potential for improving the teaching of English at
this level."
A paperback book WFIS published in connection with the
book Dr. Timit and his wife
wrote, entitled "Readings in
Contemporary English in the
F3ementary School."

Student Recitals Set
Eleven students will present
two student recitals tomorrow
in Concert Hall. Nine of the
students will perform at the
concert at 8:15 p.m. The other
concert is scheduled for 1:30 tomorrow afternoon. There is no
admission charge.

Monday, January

8, 11168
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Come Fly With Ls!
Pilot An Airplane
For Only $5

Cessna Center Sky Rovers
One of our authorized pilots will take
you up in the easy-to-fly Cessna 150
and turn the controls over to you.

No obligation-But for a limited time we are offering special group rates. Any
club, fraternity, sorority, or facility organization is eligible for a pilot program that anyone can afford. Individuals are also welcome! By appointment you can fly whenever it is convenient for you. Take advantage of
this unusual opportunity to find out how easy and fun flying and airplane
really is.

COME IN AND SEE US FOR MORE DETAILS
Cessna Center Sky Rovers 1101 Airport Blvd.
General Aviation Terminal (San Jose Municipal)

I ask for Bill Brodie)

286-0540

much merriment. And at special student rates, yet.
AR(

S PIZZA

"In the summer of 1965, while
I was conducting a National Defense Education Act INT-W.1

Spartan Daily Classifieds

siTioUt"

PIZZA

STUDENT PRIVILEDGE CARD
rno CERTIFIES THAI
is A STUDENT AT
SIGNED

10% off
on any PIZZA

1 BEAU TIES
ENGAGED
Carol Schneider, senior journalism major from Sebastopol to
Robert ShIrrell, senior journalism major from Santa Rosa. An
August wedding is planned.
Candy Fleming, junior journalism major and member of
Theta Sigma Phi from Manhattan Beach to Glen Williams,
junior economics major and
member of Spartan Shields from
San Jose. No wedding date has
been set.
Susan Rudolph, senior social
science major and member of
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority from
Cloverdale to Raymond Segheslo,
from Cloverdale, serving in the
U.S. Army at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky. The we
is
planned for December.
Linda Webber, senior chemistry major and member of Kappa
Delta Sorority from Santa Clara
to Joseph Rubino, Jr., from San
Jose, serving in the U.S. Army.
A June wedding is planned.
Shelli Horwitz, senior music
major and member of Mu Phi
Epsilon from San Francisco to
Hal Kushins, graduate in social
science and member of Sigma
Alpha Mu from San Jose. A summer wedding is planned.
Sandra Meadows, junior art
major from San Jose to Jim
Phillips, senior physical education major from San Jose. A
summer wedding is. planned.
(.limy Pagllaro, graduate in
physical education, member of
Tau Gamma from Granada Hills,
to Sam Capra, systems coordinator at San Jose Hospital
from Schenectady, New York.
The wedding is planned for
August 17.
PINNED
Yvonne Jullanus, senior prephysical therapy major and

,

Ices

580 Meridian Road

member of Phi Mu Sorority
from Los Altos to Gary Benjamin, senior journalism major
from Ventura and member of
Sigma Delta Chi.

and
1146 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.

Monday Night
Folk Singing
Jose chakey:6
East San

Story & King

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY NIGHT 10:30 P.M. -1 1 P.M.

BEER-10c A GLASS

MAGOO’S HIDEAWAY
123 SOUTH 4th

ACROSS FROM SJS LIBRARY

SAN JOSE STATE CHARTER FLIGHT

s p RT

NEW PRICE!!! SPARTA EUROPE ’68
;Sopt. 6. Non-stop S.F.$319.
London round trip. Call Barbara Kyne,
294-2916
after 5 p.m.
leader,
group
EUROPE - $241
THANKING YOU
SPACE NO LONGER AVAILABLE
SPACE NO LONGER AVAILABLE
GARY

DEPARTURE: JUNE 17
RETURN: SEPT. 6

Stop Jet Powered

portation

San

Trans-

Francisco-London

Round Trip.
Additional Group flights for $2451
4
Contact
to Lisbon, London, Amsterdam
Barbara Kyne
294-2916 after 5 p.m.
Group Leader - 385 S. 8th - San Jose

PERSONALS 171
MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold 8 silver. Geo. LI, -ro 354-1273.
WITHIN EUROPE
AIR -STEAMER
RAIL
STUDENT TOURS
GARY 286-6111 6:30 p.m.-I0 p.m.
FREE YOGA CLASS - ALL STUDENTS. I month of an intro. to Yoga.
Call 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. dully: 286-5487.
SERVICES IS)

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598,
TYPING
REASONABLE
EXQUISITE,
dc.ne by miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to 5.15. Mimeo slightly higher
per page.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Dunks 287-1795.
TYPING, EXPERIENCED. FAST, neat
work. 21/2 miles from SJS. Thesis, term
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanian.
MATURE WOMAN desires typing at
home. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
in JC.I27 1:30 to 430 daily except
Wed, or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
Koski.
TYPING: FAST, ACCURATE, guaranteed. Editing on request. Call 259-5118.
Electric typewriter.
PROFICIENT TYPING. Elite electric
LOST AND FOUND 16)
luaranteed. Call 243-0947 week days
after 4 r. m 7. 9
EUROPE - FREE INFO
TUTORING-PHYSICS, CHEM,- engr.,
EXCURSION
,,.o rung &
bus.. r,
SIGHTSEEING
MBA w
hr. 2/4 7 2 2 .
HOTELS
TYPING AND PROOFREADING term
GARY 286.6111 6:30 P.M -10 P.M.
Ca’l eves. afLOST 1/2 GRN. CAT, male, dk. grey paper,. r’
.
white feet & chest. Vic. S. 13th ter 6
TYPING DONE ON IBM EXECUTIVE
& Wiliam on 12-20. Call 287-2936.
-,
C., 3 8 2615.
TYPEWRITER
TRANSPORTATION 191
DEVALUATION OF THE POUND
BUYS YOU AN
ENGLISH CAR 1/7 CHEAPER
AUTO EUROPE
GARY 286-6111 6:30 p.m. -I0 p.m.

FOR SALE 131

INCLUDES:
Non

MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED: 3 or 4.
4 lation, flat. $160/mo. Call Don, 2957399.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
furnished apartment. $47.50/mo. 57 S.
15th St. #2. 297-4434 after 6 p.m.
1 OR 2 GIRL ROOMMATES for spring.
Deluxe 2 bdrm., 2 baths duplex. Car
needed. $40/mo. 266-2389 after 4 p.m.
HOUSE, FURNISHED, 4 BEDROOMS.
Large garage & off street parking. Near
12th & William. $195. 252.4247.
GIRL ROOMMATE WANTED immedieely. $47.50/mo. 5 S. 13th St. Call
287-6732,
FOR RENT: UNFURN. 2 bdrm. apt.
Drapes stove, refrig. Pets & child allowed. $87/mo. 5 min. from SJS. 2935995.
INHERIT 200 BEER BOTTLES! Need I
male roommate now! 3 blocks from campus. 542.50/mo. 598 S. 9th * 16.
287.2973.
SPACIOUS APT FOR 2 women in ap.
proved housing. Must sell both contracts
for spring semester at Kennedy Hall.
Call 287-0340,
APT. FOR RENT. I bedroom furnished.
475 S. 4th St. 293-5760. Phone after
6 p.m.
SENIOR GIRL NEEDS ROOMMATE TO
share 2 bdrm. apt. Royal Lanai. Spring
semester. Call Dale 259-2294.
GIRLS: 2 BDRM. FURN. apartment
$130. Also 3 bdrm. apt. Modern $160.
Pk block from SJS. Call 292.1327.
2 OR 3 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
to share 2 bdrm. apt. Spring semester.
148 E. William. * 15. 295-3046.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 21 or
over 1/2 block from SJS. $55/mo. Call
Cathie 298.1504 after 3 p.m.

WANTED: MODEL A. - DUCE metal
fenders. Condition unimportant. Call
296.5506 of.-- 530 p.m. Need fast!

$319

SUMMER ’68

WANTED: RESIDENT CLUB manage ’s.
Mature couple to manage resident club
for adult males. Must be adaptable.
sensitive to needs of others and able to
help mildly retarded young men to gain
independence. Live in, husband Cr wife
may work elsewhere. Apt., board, $300
month salary. Call Mrs. Stevens 2976157.

HOUSING (S)
TOWER LIST CARDS mny be turned
J.
1.,
Ls
office, room
174, Administlation Building. Buttons
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED imthat are good for discounts on the tow. mediately. 540 -a. 2 blocks from SJS.
,
are free to ttmse filling out cards.
385 E William S. #.18. 295-1471.
--VOX CONTINENTAL ORGAN used 5
EUROPE - FREE INFO
n,. Now how. Hammond. $500. Rick
EURAIL PASSES
.//1 292-2222/292-2352 C/O Jaguars
STUDENT TOURS
7,51.
HOTELS
GARY 286-6111 6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
TRUA1PET PLAYER NEEDED for local
/ I
up - The Jaguars. Barry NEED 3 ROOMMATES TO SHARE
7- 2651 or 252-9616. 292.2222.
house. $43/mo. each. Conveniently located. Call 294.4426.
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED share
with 3 others. 470 S. 11th St. 286-4746,
1’63 CHEV. IMPALA convertible, excel- FEMALE: 2 CONTRACTS for large
-1. auto trans. power steering, room with kit. prin. Erin Castle. $42.50/
iSO. Call 792-3020 after 6 p.m. mo. 295-9997. Ask for Dade or Vicki.
I MAKE OFFER: 1965 HONDA DREAM. 12 ACRES ON BEAR CREEK. Creek
like new 356.2052. frontage, redwoods, seclusion, 11/2 miles
’56 CHEVY STATION WAGON: R/H, from Boulder Creek $22,000. $7,500
,. trans., fair condition. down, balance good terms. Call agent
408 438.0400 or eves 408 377.4357.
$140. Call after 6 p.m. 292-5673.
20 ACRES. $850. per acre in Santa Cruz
650 TRIUMPH 1R6. Rebuilt engine. New Mtns. On improved County Rd. A perelectrics, paint, seat - extras. $400. Call fect hide-a -way. $6,000 down. Good
Janet 293-3680.
terms. Call agent 438-0400 or eves. 408
’67 HONDA 90, like new $250. 170 377-4357.
miles on it, auto. clutch. Call 225-8026 LARGE ALMOST NEW (urn. 2 bdrm.
after 6 p.m. 171 Bangor.
apt. 1/2 blk. to campus. Lease until Jun.
’63 VVI. EXCELLENT condition, 39,000 IS. $170 per month. 292-9400, (Girl.
miles, cleaner than a ’68. $1050. Call only.)
294-2927 ask for Steve Lambeth.

I31$10

’Anointed’ Tickets
Tickets go on sale Wednesday
at 1 p.m. for the play "The
Anointed" which will be presented Friday and Saturday
night at 8:15 in the Studio
Theater. Tickets are 75 cents.
The play discusses the "unsolved problems of man" and
was written by Maria Kout, SJS
part-time student.

EXPIRES
SEPTENBER 30

GIRLS - $240 PER WEEK + tips or
$6 per hour. Full or part time waitresses
or dancers - must be 21 and prove it.
Costume Turn. For appt. & info. call
244-4475. The 777 House. 375 S. Saratoga Ave. San Jose.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)
EUROPE-FREE INFO
LAND ARRANGEMENTS
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. InSTUDENT TOURS
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild PubAUTO PURCHASE
lishing Company, 543 Frederick, San
GARY 286-6111 6:30 p.m.-I0 p.m.
Francisco,
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from adgertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

RADIAL DRILL PRESS, 32", $37.50. Belt
sander, $14.95. Jointer-planer, $29.95.
Bench saw, 8", $29. Lathe. $15. All new
tools. 292-0409 or 241-1943.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

TYPEWRITER (1966) SCM.) Excellent
condition. Hardly been used. $60.
(Orig. price $104. Contact Donald
Chung 297-9733,
SURFBOARD, 9’ 6" Yount, in excellent
condition. Hnndles well; is stable. Have
to see to believe. 298-1976.
GOING TO EUROPE?
FREE TRAVEL INFORMATION
EURAIL PASSES-AUTO RENTALS
GARY-286-611i
BETWEEN 6:30 p.m.-I0 p.m.

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

FM RECEIVER, CALRAD & antenna $60.
Golf clutas mud bag. $40. Call 295-8252.
PORTABLE STEREO. GE. Near new. Ex.
i
/ Guaranteed cartridge.
295-6967 evenings.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

FOR SALE: 2 new hubcaps. 14- (fits
Chevy I Call 252-9658.
Send

HELP WANTED 141

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make

Ask about our
SENIOR FINANCE PLAN
NO IMMEDIATE CASH OUTLAY
FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS
. YOU CAN START MAXIMUM
PROTECTION RIGHT NOW

Donald K. Ilermanson
4950

W. Hamilton

378-4177

FOR FULL INFORMATION,
CALL TODAY

SECURITY
LIFE
NEBRASKA

VIITUAL

DAY CLASSIFIED AD
FOR THIS SEMESTER.

GIRLS-GIRLS
TELEPHONE SALES
PART TIME after school. No esp. ,nec.
just a pleasant voice. Hourly wage +
bonus. SJ Jr. Chamber of Commerce
Promotion. Apply Consumers Sampler
Adv, 586 N. 1st St. rm. 226. 292.2422

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

Hues
lines
limn
linos
Add this
amount tor
each ad&
tonal line

Two days

Three days

Four days

My dap

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.504.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
fl Help Wanted (4)
[1 Housing (5)
El Lost and Found (6)

Daily

Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds possible an canceled ads. Print your ad heir:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Ow day

1-1 Announcements (1)
’ Automotive (2)
1_1 For Sale (3)

check out to Spartan

n

Personals (7)
[1 Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Print Noma

For _ _

Adlress

Enclosed Is

City

_

_

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Mose allare 2 days after placing hw ad to appear

Days

Monday. /mum,’ R

nSPAIRTAN DAILY

14"

Student Power Survey Reveals Diverse Opinions
RN RITA
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Attempts by students to influence college policy this semester
provided a sounding board for the
controversial issue of how much
voice students should have in determining official policy.
A survey conducted by a class
of newswriting students in December reveals diverse opinions held
by campus and community figures.
The student vice is important

the college community, according
to Maryanna Clark, president of
the Associated Women Students
A WS I.
She cited the appointment of J.
Benton White as ombudsman
which resulted from protests of
disci imination by SJS Negroes and
the appointment of a conunittee
to discuss campus recruitment
policy which resulted from recent
campus demonstrations as examples of the beneficial effect of
,ticing their opinions.

Lee Evans, SJS track star and
executive committee member of
the United Black Students for Action tUBSA I, supported this view.
saying, "There has been improvement for Negro students on campus. We have met with the
ombudsman and worked out a plan
to ease the housing situation."
Evans said the improvement is
a direct iesult of Negro students
focusing attention on areas of alleged discrimination at SJS.
Chairman of the Law Enforce-

mint and Administration Depart mint Melvin Miller agreed that
"anybody should have the right to
dissent and express his ideas circumscribed by the rights of others,
but as soon as a person’s action
infringes on the rights and free
choice of otheis he is in violation
of the law."
Prof. Miller justified the presence of Sun Jose police officers
on campus during the Dow demonstration because "SJS is within
the city !knits if San Jose and

as such is part of the city police
beat." If the situation warrants
police action, the police may legally act even without the college
president’s request, Miller believes.
San Jose Police Chief Ray
Blackmore believes students should
have some say in establishing college policy when it directly affects
them, but "they should voice orderly objections if they want
change."
Free speech is important, but a
continuance of the demonstrations

and violence exhibited duting the
fall semester could seriously injure
SJS’ standing 1,cith the state legislature and in the community, according to SJS Alumni Association
President Arthur K. Lund.
Many individuals in the community have threatened to withhold
their contributions to the Alumni
Excellence in Education Fund if
the situation does not improve,
Lund said.
State Senator Alfred E. Alquist,
D-San Jose, suggests that ex-of-

licit) members of the State College
Board of Trustees be replaced by
faculty and student representatives to eliminate political influence from the state college administrations, but otherwise, "students
now have enough say in the college and I see no reason to increase student voice."
He supports the State College
Trustee’s resolution calling for
automatic suspension of students
and faculty engaged in violent
demonstrations.

SPA TAN S-Pftilein
*MAKE RESERVATIONS *NOW
Irms7147 FOR SEMESTER BREAK

SRN JOSE’S
Tina t
THERTNE:

*OMAR SHARIF

Lo*west airfare to Los Angeles

727 FAN JETS

"DR. ZHIVAGO"

$11.43 plus tax

*First time at regular prices.
Freeman’s

Featured paperbacks
At Cal Book

Peattuu celled CedettelaP4

cki Chalet
244 So. 2nd St.
Son Jose

--Revolution in the Revolution?"
By Regis *Debray
95c

CLOSE OUT *SALE

WOMAN’S PARKAS

*Regularly $3.00

Woman’s Dacron insulated parkas

*"Dibs In Search of Self"
liy Virginia 11. Axliee

with stand-up collars. *These beautiful
and, Alaska Sky.

Open nights
Monday thru
Thursday

*ONLY $19.95

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
sait jose

DORROW, OR THUMB A

Now $1.80

parkas corne in solid colors: Navy. Wine, Pink

95c

*WILL YOU HAVE TO BEG,

JULIE *CHRISTIE

Head

Fischer 7.7 Kneissl
Lange
Molitior 77
The SKI CHALET is the place to fill ail yoor
need
SALES RENTAL SERVICE

EXAMPLE:

RIDE HOME FOR SEMESTER *BREAK?
Why go through all that charity stuff? Become more independent! Buy a
card Now that you are conviacod that you haue to have a Car, let us direct
your attention to the stock at HOLIDAY FORD. Used cars from only, (are
you ready?), $88. The man to see at HOLIDAY is PETE ELLIS. "PETE is
HOLIDAY’S San Jose Slate sales rep. He can get you the car your want.

QBOOK
Nt STORE

Roffe

Open
9 A.M. until
10 P.M
Saturday

San Jose

330 South 10th St

I’m *Still Available!

Asterisked Letters
SLAATODIFGYA

PATAPAR *ERASABLE

PORNUBEECDOJ

TYPING PAPER

Answer Word: Spartan Daily

AT

Clue: You’ll find this in little
HOLIDAY FORD

yellow boxes all over

cpaPtalt SookAtope

One of FORD’S better ideas

campus.

650 EL CAMINO. SUNNYVALE

"Right on Campus"

How to Play Spartan Spell-Out
1. Find the asterisked letters in the advertisements above.
2. Write each of the annrisked letters in the grid provided in the box at the
right.
3. Uning the letters in the grid iii it all letters will be used) fill in the blanks
for the contest wont using the weekly clue as a guide.
4. The contest word will be a plate, eat-tit, or person on the San Jose State
Campus, i.e. Dr. Clark, Centennial hail, Homecoming Parade etc.
5. Answer the tie-hreaker question.
6. t ill in tle coupon at right and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classifieds
J(.206, before 3 p.m.. VI erIneerlay of this week (i.e. contest runs
Monday, entries due VI ednenday.)

Contest Rules
I. Only currently enrolled SJS students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
may not enter.
3. All entries become property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan flails and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for
entries that are lost 4,r stolen.
5. Every entry must be filled out completely, without any erasures, to be
considered hy the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who comes the closest to the correct answer to the tiebreaker will
be the w’
In ease of a tie tin the special question, an additional tiebreaker will lie gisen to determine first place.
7. All coniplimentany flight passes on PSA expire in 90 days.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to extend deadlines and to make any
necessary corrections or additions to the rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of
judges. Their deeisi llll s shall Its. final regarding determination of the winners and disqualif Masi llll of entrants for any reason.
10. Entry submission signifies entrants acceptance of the contest rules and
juthos decisions.
II. No one nuts, win more than I PSA flight during the contest period.

Know Your Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-14-0-u-t

What You Can
Win:

This your Spartan Spell-Out entry
blank. Please do not staple, spindle,
mutilate or bite, just enter!

st
PRIZE:
Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

PSA
2nd through
5th prizes:
Two tickets to each
winner for UA theatre.

Give it a try!

Name

TIE-BREAKER

Address
City

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

Phone

Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial
Average will be at the close of the market on Thursday, January II, 1960.

ASB Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

Clue:

9 out of 12 are
completed on this
project.
In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper

